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1. Introduction 

1.1 Poxviruses 

1.1.1 Historical and current significance  

Poxviruses are not only of significant historical importance but are still of great interest in research and 

human health. The most notorious member of the family Poxviridae is Variola virus, which was 

responsible for the most serious disease of humankind (namely smallpox) and claimed around 500 

million lives during the 1900s [1,2]. First occurrence of variola virus is controversial. Some researchers 

take the view that variola virus emerged around 10,000-8,000 before the current era (BCE) [1,3], 

whereas others date the origin of variola virus around 2,000-1,000 BCE [1,4]. In addition, some 

historical events might be associated with smallpox. There are e.g. presumptions that the Egyptian 

Pharaoh Ramses V possibly died of smallpox due to signs of skin lesions found on his mummy [1,5,6], 

however, there is no reliable evidence that a smallpox epidemic occurred in Egypt at that time [4]. In 

addition, the “Plague of Athens” (430 BCE) [1,4] and the “Plague of Antonine” (170 current era (CE)) 

[4,5] might have been smallpox. Nevertheless, reliable evidence for these claims have not been found 

until now, and some smallpox researchers doubt the claimed huge impact of variola virus this early. 

This can for example be seen by a quote of smallpox researcher Dixon: “The most striking thing about 

smallpox is its absence from the books of the Old and New Testaments, and also from the literature of 

the Greeks and Romans. Such a serious disease as variola major is very unlikely to have escaped a 

description by Hippocrates if it existed.” [7]. However, unambiguous reports of smallpox were made 

around the 4th to the 10th century in China [8], Europe [4], India and the Mediterranean, and 

southwestern Asia [8]. During the French-Indian War between 1754 and 1767, smallpox was reported 

for the first time to be used as biological weapon and thereby provides one of the first examples of 

biological warfare in history [1,5]. With still estimated 10-15 million cases caused by variola virus 

worldwide per year, the World Health Organization (WHO) 1966 decided to start a global eradication 

program via immunization of humans [6]. The worldwide last major outbreak of variola major was 

reported in 1974 in Bangladesh, and the last naturally occurred case of variola minor is reported to be 

found in Somalia in 1977 [1]. In 1978, a laboratory accident with variola virus in Birmingham, United 

Kingdom caused the death of a person who developed smallpox and died from the disease, which is 

the last known smallpox fatality [9]. Finally, on December 9, 1979, the WHO certified the global 

eradication of smallpox [1,2], and smallpox was officially declared eradicated in 1980 [8,9].  

Although smallpox has been eradicated globally, poxviruses are still relevant, and new health risks 

might emerge. Subsequently after eradication of smallpox, vaccination programs were stopped 
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globally [3,6], leading to a worldwide decrease of immunity against orthopoxviruses in general [1]. Due 

to both the potential bioterrorism suitability of variola virus and the risk of accidental exposure in 

research [3], working with variola virus is now restricted to only two known high-security facilities in 

the USA and Russia [3,6,10]. In addition, manipulation of the genome of already existing poxvirus 

members to receive a broader host range, faster transmission or better resistance to drugs or artificial 

creation of variola virus by its full-length sequence possess a risk that does not have to be 

underestimated [6]. However, not only variola virus is of current significance for human health. 

Monkeypox virus for example is considered a possible threat to humankind. This member of the genus 

Orthopoxvirus caused a multistate outbreak in the United States in 2003 [1], and several cases have 

been reported during the last four years in Central African Republic, Nigeria, Cameroon, Singapore and 

the Democratic Republic of the Congo [11]. Alone between 1st January 2020 and 13th September 2020, 

the WHO recorded 4,594 suspected cases of monkeypox with 171 deaths in the Democratic Republic 

of the Congo [12]. Although transmission of monkeypox virus between humans is less sufficient leading 

to only sporadic outbreaks in most cases, increased number of immunosuppressed people e.g. due to 

infections with human immunodeficiency virus might lead to an increased threat by monkeypox virus. 

However, up to now, the genetic alterations required for a more efficient human-to-human 

transmission of monkeypox virus are unknown [9].  

Finally, poxviruses are important in scientific research, and main findings were made by working with 

e.g. vaccinia virus (genus Orthopoxvirus). Vaccinia virus is reported to be the first animal virus that was 

purified in an adequate manner to prove its genome consists of deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) instead 

of being a ribonucleic acid (RNA) genome. Furthermore, it was also the first animal virus ever visualized 

by electron microscopy [2]. In current research, vaccinia virus is used to study viral replication [1,3], 

host responses associated with viral infection [1], and gene expression [13]. Moreover, vaccinia virus 

serves as vector for expression of antigens that are of interest to be used in modern vaccines [1,13]. 

1.1.2 Taxonomy 

Poxviruses, together with the families Asfarviridae, Iridoviridae and Phycodnaviridae, belong to a 

proposed, possibly monophyletic clade of large DNA viruses, the nucleocytoplasmic large DNA viruses 

(NCLDV) [14,15]. The Poxviridae family consists of the two subfamilies Chordopoxvirinae (18 genera) 

and Entomopoxvirinae (four genera and one unclassified species) (Table 1) [16]. Chordopoxvirinae 

comprise poxviruses infecting vertebrates, whereas insect-infecting poxviruses belong to the 

Entomopoxvirinae [17]. Five genera of the subfamily Chordopoxvirinae contain in summary 22 human, 

zoonotic or at least potentially zoonotic poxvirus species (Table 1) [18-34].  
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Table 1: Genera of the Poxviridae family. Taxonomy is presented following the International Committee on Taxonomy of 

Viruses (ICTV) (accession date 09.09.2020) [16]. 

Subfamily Genus No. of Species Target species Reference 

C
h

o
rd

o
p

o
xv

ir
in

a
e 

Avipoxvirus 12 Domestic, pet or wild birds [35] 

Capripoxvirus 3 Goats, sheep, cattle, domestic buffalos [36,37] 

Centapoxvirus (*) 
2 

Root vole, mosquitos (mice susceptible in 
experimental infection) 

[18,19] 

Cervidpoxvirus 1 Deer [38] 

Crocodylidpoxvirus 1 Crocodilians [39] 

Leporipoxvirus 4 Lagomorphs, gray squirrels [40] 

Macropopoxvirus 2 Macropodid marsupials [41] 

Molluscipoxvirus # 1 Humans [20] 

Mustelpoxvirus 1 Sea otters [42] 

Orthopoxvirus * (*) # 12 Diverse mammalian species including humans [27-30] 

Oryzopoxvirus 1 unknown (isolated from mice) [43] 

Parapoxvirus * 5 Ruminants, seals, red deer, humans [32,44] 

Pteropox virus 1 Australian little flying fox [45] 

Salmonpoxvirus 1 Salmon [46] 

Sciuripoxvirus 1 Squirrels [47] 

Suipoxvirus 1 Swine [48] 

Vespertilionpoxvirus 1 unknown (isolated from microbat) [49] 

Yatapoxvirus * 2 Primates, humans [33] 

En
to

m
o

p
o

xv
ir

in
a

e 

Alphaentomopoxvirus 7 Beetles 

[50-52] 

Betaentomopoxvirus 16 Butterflies, moths, grasshoppers, locusts 

Deltaentomopoxvirus 1 Grasshoppers, locusts 

Gammaentomopoxvirus 6 Flies, mosquitos 

unassigned 
1 

Grasshoppers, parasitoid wasps, Caribbean 
fruit fly larvae 

* contains zoonotic poxviruses; (*) contains potentially zoonotic poxviruses, # contains human poxviruses 

1.1.3 Morphology 

The morphological structure of poxviruses is mainly studied with vaccinia virus and orf virus [53]. 

However, since morphology of poxviruses of different genera is highly similar [54], it is thought that 

findings of vaccinia virus and orf virus can be transferred to other members of the Poxviridae family. 

The complex virion structure of poxviruses is unique among viruses [14,55]. Except parapoxviruses such 

as orf virus [56], all other poxvirus virions show a brick-shaped morphology [13,14,56,57]. Roughly 

summarized, poxvirus virions consist of four different structures: core, lateral body, membrane, and 

envelope [57] (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Morphology and structure of infectious poxvirus virions. In comparison to the IMV, EEV particles consist of an 

additional membrane, the EEV envelope (modified from [58]). 

Inside the core, virus genome, transcriptional enzymes, and transcription factors for early transcription 

step are packed [59,60]. Beside this dumbbell-shaped core there are two lateral bodies (Figure 1), two 

additional protein structures [3,59,61] from which viral effector proteins are delivered into the host cell 

cytosol during virus entry. Recently, a redox modulating potential could be confirmed for some of these 

proteins [61]. For poxviruses, four distinct forms are described: intracellular mature virus (IMV), 

intracellular enveloped virus (IEV), cell-associated enveloped virus (CEV), and extracellular enveloped 

virus (EEV) [59]. Briefly, EEV particles consist of an additional lipid envelope compared to IMVs 

[25,59,62] (Figure 1) that includes several extra proteins exclusively occurring in EEV virions [25]. Due to 

literature, only IMV and EEV are considered infectious virus particles [59,60,62]. It is thought, that CEV 

as well as EEV particles play a major role in cell-to-cell spread in vivo [54,62,63], whereas IMV particles 

are important for host-to-host transmission [62].  

1.1.4 Replication 

Characteristic for the group of NCLDV is that their viral life cycle occurs in the host cytoplasm at least 

partially [14,64]. Most NCLDV members start their replication cycle in the nucleus and complete it in 

the cytoplasm, whereas the poxvirus replication takes place solely in the cytoplasm of the host cell 

[14]. Like morphology, the intracellular replication cycle of poxviruses was mainly studied with vaccinia 

virus [54,57,60]. Concisely, poxvirus replication takes place with the following steps: virus core entry 

into the cytoplasm, early messenger RNA (mRNA) and protein synthesis, DNA replication, intermediate 

and late mRNA and protein synthesis, virus assembly, and virus dissemination [60]. Since IMV particles 
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and EEV particles have different epitopes, entry of IMV and EEV differs in attachment factors [62]. 

Nevertheless, species-specific receptors are not necessary for poxvirus entry [65]. IMV particles are 

known to attach to glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) on the host cell membrane [62,66] or enter the cells via 

a GAG-independent way using other surface molecules (e.g. laminin) [60,66,67]. Entry of IMVs is known 

to occur either via fusion of the virus membrane with the plasma membrane of the host cell [68] or via 

an endosomal pathway [69]. Entry of EEV virions is more complex due to the additional envelope, and 

factors essential for attachment of EEV particles are still undefined [62]. Here, the second membrane 

is shed by contact with the cell. Afterwards, the IMV from within the EEV enters the cell as it is 

described for IMV particles [59,60,62]. Another entry mechanism is explained by the so-called 

“apoptotic mimicry model”. Here, the vaccinia virus virion is flagged by phosphatidylserine mimicking 

an apoptotic body. Since phosphatidylserine is a common cellular signal for phagocytic uptake of 

apoptotic debris, the mimicked virion is taken up by the host cell [69-71]. Following a step of uncoating, 

early gene expression starts [10]. During this first step of gene expression, proteins involved in DNA 

replication are synthesized [72]. Poxvirus DNA replication itself, translation of viral mRNA as well as 

assembly of virions occurs in the cytoplasm in discrete areas also known as “virus factories” [59,72], 

independently of the host nucleus [10,72]. Transcription and translation of genes responsible for 

synthesis of structural proteins is initiated during the phase of late gene expression [57,59]. Virus 

assembly may be followed by dissemination of virus [57,59,72], leading to the four different forms of 

poxvirus virions described before. IMV particles are transported from the virus factories to the trans-

Golgi network where they receive a double layer of host membrane [54], leading to IEV particles that 

consist of three membranes [63]. These IEV virions are transported to the cell surface, and are released 

by exocytosis [54]. Released enveloped virions that remain cell-associated are CEVs, virions that lose 

their association to the host cell are EEVs [54,59].  

1.1.5 Important animal poxviruses and their legal classification 

The World Organization for Animal Health (OIE) classifies diseases caused by several poxvirus species 

as specific hazards. Due to the definition of the OIE, all listed diseases have the same degree of 

importance in international trade. In 2020, 117 notifiable animal diseases, infections and infestations 

were part of the OIE listing [73]. Beginning 1st of April 2021, the new Animal Health Law (AHL) enters 

into force in the European Union (EU), adopting the “Regulation of transmissible animal diseases”. 

Animal diseases for which intervention of the EU is relevant are listed based on Regulation (EU) 

2018/1629 and Regulation (EU) 2018/1882 [74]. In Germany, legal classification is additionally based 

on the “Verordnung über anzeigepflichtige Tierseuchen” and the “Verordnung über meldepflichtige 

Tierkrankheiten” on two different categories: Notifiable animal diseases and other reportable animal 

diseases, which are listed by the Bundesministerium für Ernährung und Landwirtschaft (BMEL) [75,76]. 
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Notifiable diseases are diseases of wild and domestic animals that are difficult to combat, have an 

influence on the economy or might carry a risk for human health [75,77]. Reportable diseases include 

animal diseases that may become of practical significance and for which transmission to pets and 

freshwater fish is possible. In general, reportable diseases can be diagnosed and controlled more easily 

compared to notifiable diseases [76,77]. Whereas notifiable diseases are combated by governmental 

intervention, the government is not involved in the control of reportable diseases [76].  

Several poxviruses of vertebrates, either zoonotic or exclusively animal poxviruses, are classified either 

under guidelines of the OIE or under German government’s guidelines or both. However, some animal 

poxviruses affecting production animals also present in Germany can be found on none of the lists 

(genera Parapoxvirus and Suipoxvirus). A separate case is camelpox virus, which is not listed separately, 

but belongs to the mammalian poxviruses that are reportable due to the German classification. An 

overview of selected species is given in Table 2.  

Table 2. Selected relevant animal poxvirus species and their listing under guidelines of the OIE and by German legislation. 

Classification is due to the OIE list of animal diseases, infections and infestations 2020 and the BMEL 2019 [73,75,76]. 

Taxonomy is shown due to the ICTV [16].  

Genus Species Hosts Reference OIE listed BMEL listed 

Avipoxvirus 

Canarypox virus 
Flamingopox virus 
Fowlpox virus 
Juncopox virus 
Mynahpox virus 
Penguinpox virus 
Pigeonpox virus 
Psittacinepox virus 
Quailpox virus 
Sparrowpox virus 
Starlingpox virus 
Turkeypox virus 

domestic, pet or wild birds [35,78,79] no reportable 

Capripoxvirus 

Goatpox virus  Goats (sheep) [37,80] yes notifiable 

Lumpy skin disease virus  Cattle, domestic buffalos [36] yes notifiable 

Sheeppox virus Sheep (goats) [37,80] yes notifiable 

Leporipoxvirus Myxoma virus Lagomorphs [40] yes no 

Orthopoxvirus 

Camelpox virus Camels [25] yes (reportable) 

Cowpox virus * 
Rodents, cats, dogs, horses, 
cows, zoo animals, humans 

[28] no reportable 

Monkeypox virus * 
Monkeys, humans, prairie 
dogs, several rodent species 

[27] no notifiable 

Vaccinia virus * 
Cattle, buffalos, rabbits, 
humans 

[25] no reportable 

Parapoxvirus 

Bovine papular stomatitis 
virus * 

Cattle, humans [32] no no 

Orf virus * 
Sheep, goats, Japanese 
serow, camels, humans 

[32] no no 

Pseudocowpox virus * Cattle, humans [32] no no 

Suipoxvirus Swinepox virus Swine [48] no no 

* displays zoonotic poxviruses 
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The focus of this thesis is on the genus Capripoxvirus and its three species lumpy skin disease virus, 

sheeppox virus and goatpox virus. 

1.2 Capripox viruses  

1.2.1 General information 

The genus Capripoxvirus consists of lumpy skin disease virus (LSDV), sheeppox virus (SPPV) and goatpox 

virus (GTPV) [16,81]. Overall, capripox viruses are described as most serious pox diseases of production 

and domestic animals [82-84], and therefore are listed as notifiable diseases under guidelines of the 

OIE [73], the AHL  [85,86] and the German legal classification [75].  

1.2.2 Genome structure 

Since the organization of capripox virus genome is less well examined than those of e.g. vaccinia virus, 

the general genome organization is mainly referred to findings concerning vaccinia virus.  

Like all poxviruses [2,10,13,59], capripox viruses consist of a double-stranded DNA [87,88] with a 

genome size of approximately 150,000 base-pairs (bp) [87-89]. The central coding region is flanked by 

two identical inverted terminal repeat (ITR) regions [87,88] that consist of so-called short “tandem 

repeats” [72,90,91]. Adjacent to the ITR regions are concatemer-resolution sites [89,92]. Terminal loops 

that are incompletely base-paired link both DNA strands resulting in an uninterrupted polynucleotide 

chain [72,93,94] (Figure 2). Interestingly, these hairpin loops are dissimilar in length and sequence 

between different isolates [89].  

 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of the genome organization of poxviruses (not to scale). Capripox viruses have a double-
stranded DNA genome of approximately 150,000 bp. The central coding region is flanked by two identical ITR regions. Next 
to these ITR regions are concatemer resolution sites. Both DNA strands are linked by terminal loops.  

Evolution of capripox viruses is thought to be proceeded by gene loss from a putative ancestral LSDV-

like virus [88,89]. Since GTPV shows a wider geographical range than SPPV, the latter is assumed to be 

evolved from an uncharacterized or distinct GTPV strain [89]. However, genomes of capripox viruses 

are highly conserved showing sequence identities of the central core genome region of at least 96% 

between LSDV, GTPV and SPPV. Furthermore, genome similarity within the species of GTPV and SPPV 
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was found to be ≥99%, and nucleotide sequence identity of vaccine strains of SPPV and GTPV in 

comparison to their respective field isolates is >99.9% [88]. The LSDV genome consists of 156 open 

reading frames (ORFs) that have been annotated as putative genes [87], whereas for SPPV and GTPV 

147 ORFs have been annotated as putative genes [88]. Possible genes involved in virulence of different 

capripox virus isolates are examined with great interest. Genetic data strongly suggest ankyrin repeat 

proteins [88,89] and kelch-like proteins [88,89,95] to be involved in virulence. Recent findings also 

indicate a role of the poxvirus B22R superfamily gene homolog that was found to be disrupted in many 

capripox virus vaccine isolates [89].  

1.2.3 Host specificity 

Capripox viruses are not zoonotic [96,97], and the host range amounts to certain ruminant species [98]. 

Their host specificity is genetically determined [87,88], but the respective genetic markers are not well 

characterized [98].  

Natural outbreaks of LSDV are strictly limited to cattle and water buffalos [36,98-101], with a single 

exception: the KSGP O-240 strain - isolated from a sheep - was recently confirmed to be LSDV [102]. In 

addition, experimental infection of giraffes [103], impalas [103] and Arabian oryx [104] with LSDV has 

been successful.  

Formerly, nomenclature of SPPV and GTPV was mainly made up of the location and the host species 

from which it was isolated [82,83]. Since SPPV and GTPV rather display host preference than host 

specificity [98,105], this is problematic and has to be considered [83,98,106]. Majority of GTPV strains 

are pathogenic in goats, and cause only sub-clinical to mild clinical disease in sheep. Inversely, most 

SPPV strains lead to severe disease in sheep, whereas goats are unaffected or show only mild clinical 

signs [82,84,98,107]. However, some strains are able to severely affect both species [37,80,106,108-110]. 

Recent findings suggest a role of genes located in the terminal regions of SPPV and GTPV genomes in 

determination of host specificity [111]. Besides, GTPV recently caused an outbreak in serow [112,113]. 

In contrast, LSDV infections of sheep and goats have not been reported [114]. Genomic analyses 

revealed that nine LSDV genes are likely involved in virulence and determination of host range and are 

disrupted in both SPPV and GTPV, leading to the assumption that these genes have essential impact 

on the bovine host range of LSDV [88].  

1.2.4 Transmission  

Transmission of LSDV occurs mainly mechanically by blood-feeding insects [115-118]. Furthermore, a 

role for certain ticks has been suspected [119-123]. In addition, seminal transmission [124] as well as 

transmission via shared drinking troughs have been described [125]. Transmission in vector-proof 

environment in experimental settings using diverse field strains of LSDV, however, was not successful 
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[126]. Interestingly, contrary results could be observed for the vaccine-derived virulent recombinant 

LSDV strain from Russia. Here, indirect contact transmission between experimentally infected and 

naïve animals was found to be highly effective [127]. However, direct contact does not seem to play a 

role in transmission of LSDV [115].  

Conversely, direct contact or aerosol transmission are described as most important transmission 

routes for SPPV and GTPV [107,128,129]. Apart from this, indirect transmission through contaminated 

objects, feed and wool [107] as well as via cuts and abrasions [98,128] have been observed. 

Interestingly, insect vectors do not seem to be of significant importance for transmission of SPPV and 

GTPV [82,108].  

1.2.5 Distribution  

LSDV was first described in 1929 in sub-Saharan Africa [130], more detailed, in Zambia [101,131]. The 

first time it was detected out of Africa was in August 1989, when it was found in Israel [101,132]. Since 

1990, it is also present in the Middle East. However, prior to 2012, only sporadic outbreaks were 

reported there [101]. This changed during the following years. Already between 2012 and 2015, the 

virus occurred in Turkey where it is now endemic [108,133] as well as in non-EU member states of 

Europe (most Middle Eastern countries, part of Cyprus that is not controlled by the Republic of Cyprus) 

[133]. Finally, in 2014, LSDV reached the EU with first reports from Cyprus [131], followed by outbreaks 

in Greece in 2015 [131,133,134] and later, in 2016, in Bulgaria [135]. In addition, other European non-

EU countries were affected by LSDV in 2016: The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Serbia, 

Kosovo, Albania and Montenegro [133,135] (Figure 3A). By the end of 2017, control measures showed 

success, and spread of LSDV was stopped in Europe [133]. Due to the World Animal Health Information 

System (WAHIS) Database of the OIE, LSDV has never been reported in most EU member states, 

including Germany [135] (Figure 3A).  

Sheeppox was reported for the first time in 1763 and first clinical description was made already in 1798 

[136]. Originally from Central Asia, sheeppox virus and goatpox virus (SGPV) have also spread to many 

western countries [107]. Nowadays, SGPV are endemic in Africa (with the exception of southern Africa), 

the Middle East, Turkey, and Asia including India and China [107,108,110,137,138]. Moreover, sporadic 

outbreaks have been reported in Greece, Mongolia and Vietnam [106]. In general, SGPV can be found 

in countries where breeding of sheep and goats is conducted extensively, and nomadic life as well as 

uncontrolled movements of live animals are common [136]. Next to Turkey, outbreaks in non-EU 

member states of Europe have been recorded in Kazakhstan and Russia during the last five years. Due 

to WAHIS, Greece was the only affected EU member state in this period with outbreaks from 2015 

until mid of 2018 (Figure 3B). Afterwards, there is no further information regarding SGPV in Greece 

[135]. 
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Figure 3. Reported cases of capripox viruses during the years 2015-2021. [A] Presence of LSDV between 2015 and 2021. [B] 
Cases of SGPV between 2015 and 2021. Maps were generated by the OIE WAHIS platform [139] with modifications only in 
arrangement and font size of figure legend and scale.  
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1.2.6 Epizootiology 

Morbidity and mortality are highly variable, depending on different host factors (e.g. immune status 

of the host [101,140], age, sex, breed, and nutritional status [107]), virus strain [107], and in case of LSDV 

the abundance of mechanical vectors [101,140]. In general, European breeds of cattle, sheep and goats 

are more susceptible to capripox virus infections compared to indigenous African and Asian breeds 

[82,100,107,108]. For LSDV, an average morbidity rate of 10% is reported [141], but variances from 3% 

to 85% are described [101,130,140,142]. The mortality rate of LSDV is usually low (between 1% and 10%) 

[101,140,142], however, mortalities up to 75% have been observed [141]. For SPPV and GTPV, high 

morbidity and mortality rates up to 100% are described, especially in young animals and immunological 

naïve populations [84,107,108,143-145]. However, in local breeds in endemic regions low morbidity (less 

than 10%) [83] and mortality (5% to 10%) [146] rates are reported, leading to a possible 

underestimation of the diseases in these regions [83].  

1.2.7 Clinical symptoms and pathogenesis 

Severity of lumpy skin disease (LSD) ranges from subclinical through mild to acute [98], in general 

displaying around 10-50% subclinical infection [147]. Likewise, a different severity can be seen for 

sheeppox (SPP) and goatpox (GTP), depending among others on the host species and the virus isolate 

[106]. 

In natural LSDV outbreaks, incubation periods of 1-4 weeks have been reported [101,148]. Significantly 

shorter incubation times can be observed after experimental infection (for an overview of 

experimental infection see 1.2.9), where in general 4-14 days are recorded [99,148-150]. Experimental 

infection of cattle using possible vector species (Stomoxys calcitrans, Haematopota spp.) is followed 

by an incubation period of around 6-27 days [151]. The estimated incubation times for SPPV and GTPV 

in natural outbreaks is around 7-14 days. As with LSDV, this period is clearly shorter after experimental 

infection lasting approximately 4 days [152,153]. Clinical manifestation starts with fever [113,154-160] 

and lymphadenopathy [155,156,158]. In the following days, affected animals develop lesions and 

nodules of the skin [113,154-160], which may be restricted to less haired/woolen regions 

[113,157,159,160] or may generalize whereby covering >50% of the body surface [99,150] (Figure 4). 

Ulceration and necrotizing of these nodules can be observed [113,154,155].  
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Figure 4. Skin lesions typical for capripox virus infections. [A] Cattle experimentally infected with an LSDV isolate from North 
Macedonia displaying generalized form of lumpy skin disease. [B] Skin lesions and nasal discharge of a goat experimentally 
infected with an Indian GTPV isolate. [C] Generalized skin lesions in less-woolen regions of the body surface (here: axilla) 
displayed by a sheep experimentally infected with an Indian SPPV isolate. 

Next to these characteristic skin alterations, ocular [154,155,157] and nasal discharge [113,157,160] 

(Figure 4B) as well as excessive salivation [113,157] can occur. Animals show reduced activity [155,159] 

as well as decreased food intake leading to emaciation [113,154,159,160]. In addition, conjunctivitis 

[113], blepharitis and rhinitis [159] have been described. Necropsy often reveals internal lesions in lung 

[157,160], liver, kidney and gastrointestinal mucosa [160] causing systemic signs (e.g. coughing [161] 
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and diarrhea [160]). Moreover, abortions [161] as well as temporary or permanent infertility [137] are 

reported.  

In general, pathogenesis of pox virus infections is related to both viral and host factors [162]. Viremia 

can be detected starting around 5-6 days post infection (dpi) [84,149,163], and viral genomes can be 

found in ocular, nasal and oral secretions starting at around 6-10 dpi [84,106,163]. Highest viral genome 

load can be ascertained in primary and secondary skin lesions [106,149,164]. Although pox viruses may 

persist for a long period in the environment [165], no carrier state has been reported for capripox 

viruses [107,108], and there are no reports of persistent infections [98]. 

1.2.8 Immune response 

For immunity against capripox viruses, both cellular and humoral immune response are of importance 

[166]. Cell-mediated immunity can be analyzed via lymphocyte proliferation assay as well as measuring 

the level of certain cytokines using commercial ELISA kits [166-169] or real-time Reverse Transcriptase 

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) [167]. Here, interferon γ (IFNg) as Th1-like cytokine representative, 

and interleukin 4 (IL-4) as example of Th2-like cytokines are appropriate candidates [167]. However, 

literature dealing with cell-mediated immunity after vaccination against capripox viruses is sparse, and 

no results are published describing cellular immunity after experimental or natural infection of animals 

with capripox viruses. Inconsistent results are published regarding lymphocyte proliferation after 

immunization against capripox viruses. Whereas two studies reveal lymphocyte proliferation peaks at 

10 days post vaccination (dpv) [168,170], others describe peak of lymphocyte proliferation index clearly 

later at 21 dpv [166,167,169]. Similar reports can be found for IFNg detection. Production of IFNg 

starting around 7 dpv until reaching its peak at 21 dpv followed by decrease is reported [166,167,169], 

however, one study claims that IFNg can be found only until 7 dpv [168]. For IL-4, published results are 

consistent within the studies, and IL-4 production showed a similar pattern as production of IFNg. In 

detail, IL-4 production started to increase during the first week post vaccination and peaked around 

21 dpv [166,167,169]. Although beginning and peak of lymphocyte proliferation and IFNg as well IL-4 

production is similar within the different studies, differences in the levels could be observed for 

different vaccine candidates [166,167,169,170]. Humoral immunity is easier to examine by serological 

assays [171]. It is notably, that there is no direct correlation between the level of neutralizing antibodies 

and the level of protection, and some animals would resist severe challenge infection despite not 

having any detectable amounts of antibodies [108,172]. Antibodies can be detected beginning around 

1-2 weeks post immunization [166,168-170] and are described to last until 40 weeks post immunization 

[168]. In another study, capripox virus-specific antibodies could be detected at least until 46-47 weeks 

post vaccination. Since no samples were taken at a later time point after vaccination during this study, 

longer antibody continuance cannot be excluded [171]. However, long time data dealing with duration 
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of antibody persistence are very limited until now. Maternal immunity is described to remain until 4-

16 weeks, depending on the used vaccine [168,170].  

1.2.9 Experimental infections and challenge models 

For capripox viruses, some experimental infections have been performed in their respective target 

species in the past, analyzing either pathogenesis as well as virulence. In addition, experimental 

infection functions as challenge control model during vaccine efficacy studies. Furthermore, host 

specificity of SPPV and GTPV was analyzed. An overview of studies dealing with experimental or 

challenge infections is provided in Table 3.  

Table 3. Experimental infection of cattle, sheep and goats with different virulent capripox virus isolates.  

capripox virus 
isolate 

titer of inoculum 
(TCID50) 

volume of 
inoculum (ml) 

inoculation route 
animal 
species 

Reference 

South African LSDV 
"Neethling" strain 

102 - 106.5 no information 
intradermally, intranasally, 
intravenously, onto the 
conjunctiva 

cattle [150] 

South African LSDV 
"Neethling" strain 

103 - 106.7 no information 
intradermally, intravenously, 
onto the conjunctiva (0.2 ml) 

cattle [115] 

LSDV "Neethling" 
strain 

105.25 0.5 intravenously cattle [149] 

South African LSDV 
"V248/93" strain 

105/ml 2 intravenously cattle [173] 

South African LSDV 
"V248/93" strain 

105 2 intravenously cattle [142] 

LSDV strain of the 
Republic of North 
Ossetia-Alania 

105.0 – 105.5/ml 2 intradermally, intravenously cattle [174] 

Russian LSDV 
"Dagestan" strain 

105 2 intravenously cattle [126] 

Israeli LSDV 106.5/100 µl no information intradermally, intravenously cattle [175] 

capripox isolate 
"Yemen" (isolated 
from goat) 

104.7 0.2 intradermally 
goats and 

sheep 
[106] 

capripox isolate 
"Vietnam" (isolated 
from goat) 

104.9 0.2 intradermally 
goats and 

sheep 
[106] 

Indian GTPV 104.4 no information intradermally goats [84] 

Moroccan SPPV 
strain 

tenfold dilutions 
(10-1 to 10-6) 

no information intradermally sheep [144] 

Nigerian SPPV 104.9 no information intradermally sheep [84] 

Moroccan SPPV 
strain 

105/ml 20 intradermally sheep [164] 

Turkish SPPV Held 
strain 

tenfold dilutions 
(10-1 to 10-6) 

0.2/inoculation 
site 

intradermally sheep [176] 

1.2.10 Diagnostics 
Diagnosis of capripox virus infections can be performed via multiple tools. Virus isolation can be 

conducted on multiple types of cells such as muscle, adrenal, thyroid, kidney, lung and dermis cells 

[172,177-179] derived from sheep, goats and cattle [177,180,181]. Unfortunately, differentiation of the 

three species via cell culture systems is not possible until now [177]. OIE recommends virus isolation 
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on primary or secondary lamb testis or lamb kidney cells for SPPV and GTPV [181] and usage of primary 

or secondary bovine dermis or lamb testis cells for LSDV [182]. Utilization of primary and secondary 

cells provides many disadvantages and challenges (reduced availability of lambs to produce fresh 

stocks, cell heterogeneity, differences in genetic background between batches as well as potential 

contamination with endogenous viruses [178,183]). Nevertheless, primary and secondary lamb kidney 

and lamb testis cells are used successfully [179,180,184,185]. Moreover, capripox viruses are known to 

grow on different permanent cell lines, like e.g. an ovine testis (OA3.T) cell line [183], Madin-Darby 

bovine kidney (MDBK) cells [186-188], adult velvet monkey (AVK 58) cells, and baby hamster kidney 

(BHK-21) cells [172] as well as a goat ovarian (YDK04) cell line [185]. Next to cell culture, capripox viruses 

can be isolated and propagated on the chorio-allantoic membrane of embryonated chicken eggs, 

where they cause characteristic pox-like lesions [172,189]. Since many different pathogens can cause a 

cytopathic effect in cell culture, confirmation of capripox virus using additional tests is recommended 

[178]. One method is the direct virus detection, which can be performed via diverse tests. Antigen 

capture Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISAs) [190,191] are suitable, although high 

background and limited sensitivity have been reported [178]. Furthermore, capripox viruses can be 

visualized using electron microscopy [99,110,192,193]. Unfortunately, distinction of the three capripox 

virus species [194] as well as differentiation between capripox viruses and orthopoxviruses like vaccinia 

virus or cowpox virus [178] cannot be made by electron microscopy. A useful method for time-saving 

diagnosis in suspected field outbreaks are immunofluorescence or immunoperoxidase tests [195]. 

Moreover, the agar gel precipitation test and the counter-immunoelectrophoresis have been 

described for virus detection [107]. Furthermore, detection of viral genomes is a widely used diagnostic 

tool. Here, diverse PCR techniques have been developed ranging from recognition of all three capripox 

virus species (pan-capripox assays) through differentiation between LSDV, SPPV and GTPV to genetic 

DIVA (differentiating infected from vaccinated animals) strategies [178]. Furthermore, direct 

hybridization assays (e.g. dot blot hybridization assay) have been described [187]. Further 

characterization of capripox virus isolates can be gained using partial sequencing [196-200] as well as 

high-throughput full-length genome sequencing [87-89,197]. For analyses of seroprevalence or 

seroconversion after e.g. vaccination, serological assays detecting antibodies are used. Therefore, OIE 

recommends the virus neutralization test (VNT), also known as serum neutralization test (SNT) 

[181,182] (in the following only referred to as SNT). It is notably, that only neutralizing antibodies are 

detected using SNT [188]. For detection of a broader range of antibody types, ELISA-based assays can 

be used. Different coating antigens (e.g., complete, inactivated virus [201] or single proteins [202-204]) 

were used to develop diverse in-house systems [178,201]. Recently, a commercially available double 

antigen (DA) ELISA came on the market [205]. In addition, antibodies can be detected using the indirect 

fluorescence antibody test (IFAT) [206]. Due to a recent study, all three tests SNT, DA ELISA (ID.vet, 
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Montpellier, France) and IFAT are highly comparable showing no significant differences in sensitivity 

[171]. Other methods for serological analyses are Western Blotting [107,207] and the agar gel 

immunodiffusion test [207,208].  

1.2.11 Control and economic impact 
Control of capripox viruses is mainly made on basis of early detection of outbreaks, partial or total 

stamping out, movement restrictions, and vaccination campaigns [133,157,158,209-211]. In addition, 

vector control, quarantine or isolation of affected animals and treatment of diseased animals e.g. 

against secondary bacterial infections have been implemented in recent outbreaks [158,210,212].  

Due to the costly control measures, outbreaks of all three capripox virus species severely affect small-

scale farmers as well as large agricultural enterprises in affected countries [133,210,212]. Direct costs 

caused by capripox virus outbreaks include all losses farmers have due to diseased animals [213]. Here, 

increased mortality as well as less immediate factors like reduced fertility or abortion, drop in milk 

production and reduced weight gain as well as reduced quality of hide and wool due to skin lesions 

have to be mentioned [136,172,209,211-214]. Furthermore, replacement costs as well as costs for more 

intensive caretaking of diseased animals have to be considered as direct expenses [209]. Moreover, 

loss of all animals due to stamping out measures leads to days without production resulting in indirect 

costs for the farmers [209,213]. In addition, control activities as well as treatment of affected animals 

are highly expensive [133,209,212,214]. There are only very limited quantitative estimates of the costs 

caused by capripox virus outbreaks. Casal et al. studied the economic impact of LSDV outbreaks in 

Bulgaria, the Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia and Albania in 2016-2017. They calculated a total 

cost of 20.9 million Euro during this period, of which between 78% and 91% were taken by the 

respective governments. However, direct and indirect costs had to be assumed by the farmers 

themselves. Estimated average costs per holding were between 47 € (Albania) and 245 € (the Former 

Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia), depending of prizes for consumables, laboratory tests, salaries of 

employees and herd size [209]. Furthermore, costs also depend on the breed: Production losses were 

greater in breeds such as Holstein-Frisian and crossbreeds in comparison to indigenous cattle breeds 

[214,215]. Moreover, non-indigenous breeds had higher treatment costs compared to local cattle 

breeds [215]. The sociological and psychological influences should also not be neglected, although their 

impact is difficult to estimate [209]. The stressful work of official veterinarians, the emotional stress of 

the stamping out measures to farmers and veterinarians as well as the fear of farmers losing their 

existential income have a significant influence that should be not forgotten [133,209]. 
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1.3 Vaccination 

1.3.1 History of vaccination and development of vaccines 

Pox viruses and vaccination have a long common history as the first actual vaccination was to prevent 

humans from smallpox [5,216,217]. Next to improved hygiene and antibiotics, vaccination had a major 

impact on increase of human population and reduction of mortality [217-219]. Already in 430 BCE, it 

was recognized by Thucydides that recovery from a deadly contagious disease prevented people from 

suffering of this disease one more time [218]. First active attempts to “vaccinate” can be traced back 

in the 7th century, when some Indian Buddhists tried to induce immunity against snake venom by 

drinking it. Later on, in the 16th century, a preform of variolation was performed by Indian Brahmin 

Hindus, who dried pus from smallpox pustules and introduced it into the skin of a patient. First 

attempts of variolation in China were reported around the 18th century with the description of not less 

than four different inoculation methods against smallpox since 1695 [217,218]. In addition, inoculation 

of serous fluid under the skin of sheep (called clavélisation) by African nomadic herders to protect 

flocks against sheeppox is documented. Until now, it cannot be determined with certainty, what was 

practiced first, human variolation against smallpox or clavélisation [220]. In 1717, Lady Mary Wortley 

Montagu learned about variolation in the Ottoman Empire and finally brought it to England [5,217,221-

223]. Concurrently, variolation was initiated in America by Cotton Mather during a smallpox epidemic 

in 1721 [5,217,224]. Next to variolation against smallpox, attempts to inoculate humans against measles 

were undertaken, and successful results were published by Francis Home as early as 1758 [217,225]. 

Correlation between previous cowpox virus infections and immunity against smallpox was widely 

known during the 18th century in areas with high distribution of dairy farms [5]. First known vaccination 

using cowpox virus to gain immunity against smallpox might be performed in 1774 by Benjamin Jesty, 

a cattle breeder from England, who successfully prevented his family from smallpox epidemic by 

inoculating cowpox virus [5,216,217]. However, Edward Jenner’s approach of using an animal poxvirus 

(likely horsepox virus [226]) to protect humans from smallpox is considered as first scientific attempt 

to control an infectious disease by vaccination [5,217,227]. The term “vaccination” stems from the Latin 

word “vacca” that means cow [5]. Beginning with arm-to-arm transfer of the virus used for vaccination 

[217,222], methods developed further and from early 1800s retro-vaccination was performed, for 

which the virus obtained from humans was passaged one time in cows and humans were inoculated 

with the cows’ lymph afterwards [217,228-230]. Hereinafter, calf-to-calf passaged lymph was used as 

vaccine for humans (named as animal vaccination) [217,230], and several efforts were made to preserve 

the lymph and kill bacteria in the vaccine that might cause severe disease [217,231], e.g. heat, drying, 

and adding different chemicals (salicylic, boric, and carbolic acids, thymol, glycerin, lanolin) [231]. In 

the following decades, several new technologies for vaccine development have been designed and 
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extensively studied. These new types of vaccines range from subunit vaccines that consist of fragments 

of the pathogen only [217-219,227], and conjugated vaccines for which polysaccharides are complexed 

to immunogenic proteins [217-219] to reverse vaccinology and structural vaccinology [217,218,227]. In 

addition, synthetic vaccines [218], nucleic acid vaccines (including both DNA and RNA vaccines) 

[219,232] as well as utilization of nanoparticles in vaccinology [233] have been developed. Nevertheless, 

classic methods like attenuation of live pathogens and inactivation of whole viruses are still used for 

developing new vaccines [217].  

1.3.2 Live attenuated and inactivated vaccines  

Several different types of vaccines can be developed in general, e.g., attenuated, inactivated, subunit 

vaccines, conjugated vaccines, toxoid vaccines, nucleic acid vaccines, vector-based vaccines, and 

nanoparticle vaccines [217-219,227,232,233]. Since only live attenuated [108,166,169,176,189,234-238] 

and inactivated [144,175,239] vaccines are described for control of capripox viruses, this section focuses 

on live attenuated and inactivated virus vaccines only.  

Live attenuated vaccines replicate in the host after vaccination [219,223], however, replication in vivo 

can be considered less effective compared to the respective virulent pathogen [219,240]. Inoculation is 

followed by  immediate dissemination of the virus particles, and vaccine virus reaches its target tissue 

via the vascular network of the host, making site und route of inoculation less important [241]. Thus, 

infection with the respective virulent pathogen is imitated [242] and thereby all signals relevant for 

triggering the immune system and inducing the immune response needed for protection against the 

disease become activated [241,242]. By doing so, achieved immunity is generally higher when 

compared to inactivated vaccines [241]. However, usage of live attenuated vaccines carries some risks 

that should not be underestimated. Although attenuation is associated with multiple genetic 

alterations in the pathogen’s genome, risk of “reversion of virulence” due to additional genetic 

alterations by further passaging cannot be fully excluded [219]. Moreover, transmission of live vaccine 

pathogens might occur, as reported for an attenuated LSDV vaccine virus causing four outbreaks in 

Russia in 2017 [243]. In addition, attenuated vaccines carry the risk of inducing severe disease in 

immunocompromised individuals and might harm fetuses [219]. Therefore, and because increased 

attenuation is correlated to lower immune responses, the attenuation level has to be carefully 

balanced [240].   

Inactivation of vaccine virus can be obtained physically (e.g. via heat) [219,240] or chemically using e.g. 

binary ethylenimine [175], β-propiolactone [144,240] or formalin/formaldehyde [219,239,240]. Induced 

immune response is in most cases less pronounced than after vaccination with live attenuated vaccines 

[219,241], although inactivated viruses maintain some unchanged epitopes [219] and pathogen-

recognition pattern is still existing [241]. Since this immune response is mainly activated at the 
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inoculation site, site and route of inoculation play an essential role for vaccination [241]. In addition, 

basic immunization consisting of primary and secondary immunization as well as periodic re-

vaccinations are required to achieve sufficient protection against infection [175,223], and specific 

adjuvants are necessary for improving the immune response toward the vaccine virus and activation 

of the immune system [241]. Therefore, inactivated vaccines are often more expensive than live 

attenuated vaccines [175]. However, in comparison to live attenuated vaccines, inactivated vaccines 

are safer in usage as they are non-replicating [144] what eliminates the risk of recovery of virulence 

[175].  

1.3.3 Adjuvants in veterinary medicine 

Adjuvants are substances that are able to increase or modulate the immunogenicity to a given antigen 

when administered at the same time [223,240,242,244-247] although not being antigenically related to 

vaccine antigens [223,244]. In detail, an earlier, stronger or prolonged immune response is triggered by 

administration of adjuvants additionally to an antigen [245,246]. However, exact mechanisms of action 

are often not fully understood until now, and the type of immune response is slightly speculative [242]. 

In general, adjuvants can be broadly divided into two groups regarding their mode of action: delivery 

agents and immunomodulators. The first might be able to modulate antigen release and/or antigen 

presentation, whereas the latter might stimulate antibody or cell-mediated immune response [242,247] 

or influence the antibody class or subclass and/or T helper subset (Th1 and Th2) that is mainly formed 

[245]. Choose of the most suitable adjuvant for a particular animal vaccine depends on several factors: 

animal species, vaccine antigen, route of immunization, type of immune response necessary, safety 

for animals, agreement with food safety regulations, and cheap and easy production [242,247]. An 

overview on adjuvants currently used in animal vaccines is presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4. Summary of selected types of adjuvants used in animal vaccines. Mode of action, type of induced immune response, 

possible adverse effects as well as additional comments are presented as reviewed in literature [233,242,245-247]. 

Type of adjuvant Mode of action 
Type of immune 

response triggered 
Additional comments 

Possible adverse 
effects 

aluminum salt immunomodulator • mainly Th2 response • most widely used 
adjuvant 

• high safety 

• good results in 
vaccines against 
extracellular 
pathogens 

• rare adverse 
effects 

• allergic reactions 
possible 

water-in-oil (W/O) 
emulsion 

delivery agent • slow release of the 
antigen due to depot 
effect at the 
inoculation site 

• prolonged time for 
immune cell 
recruitment and 
antigen processing 

• viscous  
→ difficult to inject 

• not used in human or 
companion animals  

• local reactions 

oil-in-water (O/W) 
emulsion 

immunomodulator • quick release of 
antigen 

• eased recruitment of 
cytokine-driven 
immune cells 

• facilitated 
differentiation of 
macrophages and 
dendritic cells 

• less viscous 

• successfully used in 
livestock vaccines 
against e.g. viruses 

• clearly reduced 
chance of local 
reactions after 
inoculation 

water-in-oil-in-
water (W/O/W) 

emulsions 

immunomodulator 
as well as delivery 

agent 

• long-lasting 
stimulation of 
immune cells 

• fast release of 
antigen from the 
external water phase 

• slow release of 
antigen from the 
internal water 
droplets 

• can promote short-
term as well as long-
term immunity 

• very fragile structure 

 

saponins immunomodulator • cell-mediated 
immunity in addition 
to naturally occurring 
antibody response 

• extracted from plants • safety related to 
route of 
inoculation, 
species and 
specific saponin 

• well tolerated in 
sheep and cattle 

polymers delivery agent • preservation of the 
antigen 

• controlled release of 
antigen after 
inoculation 

• some can also act as 
immunostimulants 
acting in many ways 

• not biodegradable 

• local reactions at 
the inoculation 
site possible 

nanoparticles/ 
microparticles 

(e.g. polymeric or 
inorganic 

nanoparticles and 
virus-like particles) 

delivery agents • long-term depots 

• able to induce cell 
mediated immunity 
(although are no 
immunomodulators) 

• some are able to 
deliver antigens in 
pulsed doses 

• protection of antigen 
from low pH, bile 
salts, enzyme 
activities 

• thought to be 
nontoxic 
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In addition to the adjuvants presented in Table 4, toll-like receptor agonists, immune stimulating 

complexes, liposomes, carrier proteins, different cytokines, derivatized polysaccharides, bacterial 

products, bacterial derivatives and toxins, complement derivatives and combinations of diverse 

adjuvants are used among others [242,245-247]. 

It has also to be mentioned, that addition of adjuvants might increase the adverse effects of the 

vaccine; however, the observed side effects are often mild, and benefits of adjuvanted inactivated 

animal vaccines are in general more significant than possible hazards [242].  

1.3.4 Vaccines against capripox virus-induced diseases 

All capripox viruses are antigenically conserved [98] and serologically indistinguishable as they share 

common (neutralizing) antigens [98,234], leading to cross-protection among all three capripox virus 

species [83,234]. Therefore, heterologous as well as homologous vaccines can provide clinical 

protection (vaccinated animals do not develop clinical signs after infection with virulent virus, but 

viremia and viral shedding might be still present) [83,102,166,169,176,237,238,248-250]. Nevertheless, 

this is also disadvantageous due to unfeasible serological differentiation of vaccinated from naturally 

infected animals [251]. Until now, only live attenuated vaccines against capripox viruses are 

commercially available [108,235] that were attenuated by manifold passages in the chorio-allantoic 

membranes of embryonated hen’s eggs [189] and cell culture [236]. However, these vaccines carry the 

risk of too weak attenuation in one host although being avirulent in another [98]. Next to the level of 

attenuation, protection against capripox virus-induced infection also depends on vaccine strain and 

animal breed [251].  

For the control of LSDV, several homologous vaccines are utilized in cattle consisting of different 

vaccine virus isolates. Here, attenuated LSDV-“Neethling” vaccine strains play an important role 

[132,163,252-254]. These LSDV vaccine strains are the content of different commercially available LSDV 

vaccines, such as Lumpy skin disease vaccine for cattle (Onderstepoort Biological Products, South 

Africa), BOVIVAX LSD-N (M.C.I. Sante Animale, Morocco), Herbivac LS (Deltamune (Pty) Ltd., South 

Africa), and Lumpyvax (LSDV-“Neethling” vaccine SIS-type, MSD Animal Helth, South Africa). 

Furthermore, LSDV strains KSGP O-240 [102] and KSGP O-180 [238] are used for immunization of cattle. 

In addition, vaccination with local strains such as the Ismailia strain [168] and unlabeled, potentially 

smuggled LSDV vaccines [237] is reported. Next to homologous vaccines, heterologous vaccination with 

SPPV and GTPV attenuated strains (e.g. SPPV RM65 vaccine (Jovivac, Jordan Bioindustries Centre, 

Jordan), an attenuated Romanian SPPV strain as well as an attenuated Gorgan GTPV strain (both from 

Razi vaccine and serum research institute, Iran) and the GTPV vaccine Caprivac (Jordan Bioindustries 

Centre, Jordan)) are used in 10-fold dose recommended for small ruminants to protect cattle from 

LSDV infections [166,169,237,238]. It has to be noted that administration of a heterologous SPPV vaccine 
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in cattle for protection against LSDV is only allowed in countries in which SPPV and GTPV are already 

present [108].  

Vaccination of sheep against SPPV can be performed with several homologous live attenuated vaccines 

[107,144,251], and few studies are published dealing with live attenuated homologous GTPV vaccines 

[248,250,255]. In addition, heterologous vaccination with an attenuated SPPV strain was able to induce 

complete protection in goats against homologous challenge infection [176,249]. However, 

heterologous vaccination of sheep and goats with attenuated LSDV strains is poorly examined until 

now, and different results were reported in the very few studies. Whereas an attenuated LSDV virus 

generated by an IL-10 gene knockout provided promising results inducing complete protection in 

sheep and goats against challenge using SPPV and GTPV virus strains, respectively [256], another LSDV 

vaccine strain (LSDV-“Neethling” vaccine) was not able to protect sheep completely from disease after 

SPPV challenge infection indicating only partial protection [176]. Inconsistent results might be 

explained by the different vaccine virus isolates that were used in both studies. Future studies are 

necessary to further address the question of cross-protectivity of live attenuated LSDV vaccines in 

sheep and goats.  

Administration of live attenuated capripox virus vaccines may provide several disadvantages. First, 

they can cause adverse effects of different severity, reaching from only local reaction at the inoculation 

site [144,163,168,172,176,252] to generalized skin lesions [132,163] and development of disease-like 

clinical signs [237] (also known as “Neethling disease” [253]). Second, vaccine virus genomes could be 

detected in milk samples [163], nasal swabs [163] and blood [237,252] of vaccinated cattle to some 

extent, and replicable virus could be isolated from developing skin lesions [163]. Moreover, LSDV was 

found in skin samples of cattle previously vaccinated with a heterologous SPPV vaccine during an 

endemic situation [257]. Although transmission of vaccine virus from vaccinated to naïve cattle could 

not be observed [253], risk of spreading of attenuated vaccine virus strains via blood-feeding insects 

cannot be fully excluded [252]. Only recently, a vaccine-like LSDV strain was identified during a capripox 

virus outbreak in Russia [243,258]. Moreover, there is evidence that recombination events of LSDV 

vaccine and LSDV field strains can occur, and are also able to spread between animals causing natural 

outbreaks [259,260]. Moreover, vaccine failures and breakdowns have been described. Here, e.g. over-

attenuation [238], vaccination of animals already infected with field isolates when vaccinated and 

mishandling of the vaccine [101,147] as well as poor administration or incorrect dosages [101] have to 

be mentioned. Next to all these reasons, use of live attenuated vaccines is not recommended in 

disease-free countries as their administration could comprise the status “capripox-free” [101,108]. 

However, usage of these vaccines displays the only tool for successful prevention of the spread of 

capripox viruses in endemic countries until now [102,108,261]. 
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While inactivated vaccines against capripox viruses are commonly accessed to provide only insufficient 

protection of only short duration [83,251], very few promising results have been published over the 

years [144,175,239,262,263]. Nonetheless, development of efficient inactivated vaccines is still in the 

beginning and was also a focus in this thesis.  
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2. Objectives 

Due to their severe impact on animal health and economies, capripox viruses are classified as notifiable 

diseases under the guidelines of the OIE, the AHL and the German legal classification. Until now, 

control of capripox viruses is mainly based on early detection, slaughter of affected and in-contact 

animals and ring vaccination campaigns using live attenuated vaccines. Since their administration 

could compromise the disease-free status of the respective country, use of these vaccines is not 

recommended in capripox virus-free countries. Due to the reasons mentioned above, reliable, robust 

and inexpensive diagnostic tools are of high importance. Furthermore, pathogenesis of capripox virus 

infections has to be examined, and safe and efficient vaccines for the control of capripox viruses 

especially in non-endemic countries have to be developed.  

 

The work of this thesis was focused on the following objectives: 

I. Development and validation of new molecular diagnostic assays and comparative analysis of 

already existing serological approaches. 

 

II. Studies on the pathogenesis of different capripox virus isolates in their respective target 

species and establishment of appropriate challenge models. 

 

III. Development and evaluation of an efficient inactivated vaccine candidate against lumpy skin 

disease virus in comparison to a commercially available live attenuated vaccine. 
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5. Results and discussion 

5.1 Suitability of molecular and serological assays for diagnosis of capripox virus 

infections 

For the diagnosis of capripox virus-induced diseases, molecular as well as serological methods are 

available. Molecular detection can easily be performed using different PCR assays addressing different 

questions. In detail, detection of genome of all three capripox virus species (so-called pan-capripox 

assays) [84,264,265], discrimination between SPPV, GTPV and LSDV [266-268], and differentiation 

between wild-type and vaccine strains [114,196] can be performed. Here, the real-time PCR systems 

display a clear advantage of significantly increased sensitivity [196], and results are gained faster [269] 

compared to conventional PCR assays. In addition, a higher specificity is achieved via utilization of 

fluorescence-labelled probes [200]. Nevertheless, probe-based real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) 

assays are more expensive than other PCR systems [270]. During this thesis, probe-based real-time 

qPCR assays have been developed and validated that are able to distinguish between SPPV, GTPV and 

LSDV as well as between LSDV field strains and LSDV vaccine strains. Therefore, two single-plex assays 

were combined to a duplex assay, resulting in a SPPV/GTPV duplex assay and a LSDV field/vaccine 

duplex assay (Publication I). Subsequently, the new duplex assays were combined with already existing 

methods to a diagnostic workflow (Publication I, Figure 1). Right after extraction of the DNA, the pan-

capripox real-time qPCR [84] was used for the detection or confirmation of capripox virus genomes in 

the respective sample. This new assay can be combined with two different internal control systems (β-

Actin [271] or heterogenous enhanced green fluorescent protein-DNA added during the extraction 

process [272]), and the resulting duplex assays turned out to be as sensitive as the original single-plex 

assay (Publication I, Table 3). An internal control is used as proof for successful DNA extraction, and 

thereby displays an important enhancement of the pan-capripox assay. Following the detection of 

capripox virus genomes in general, both newly developed duplex assays (duplex LSDV-DIVA assay and 

duplex SPPV/GTPV assay) are performed, allowing identification of the causative capripox virus 

species. In case of further need, vaccine-specific assays for SPPV and GTPV can be included into this 

workflow (Publication I, Figure 1). Subsequently, a first genetic and phylogenetic characterization is 

made by partial sequencing of specific genome regions as described previously [273], followed by next 

and third generation full-length genome sequencing for final genetic and phylogenetic characterization 

(Publication I, Figure 1). Analytical sensitivity of both developed duplex assays was found to be ≤ 10 

genome copies/µl template (Publication I, Table 4), and all duplex assays showed high specificity 

(Publication I, Table 5). While a fluorescence-labelled probe-based real-time qPCR system for 

discrimination of LSDV field isolates from LSDV vaccine isolates has been published before [114,274], 
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here the first description of a probe-based real-time qPCR assay for differentiation of SPPV and GTPV 

is provided. Since SPPV and GTPV rather show host preference than host specificity [98,105], distinction 

between them is of great significance, also, but not only in mixed flocks. Furthermore, differentiation 

between virulent LSDV field strains and attenuated vaccine strains is important in countries affected 

by the disease and trying to control LSDV via vaccination campaigns. Stamping out was widely used to 

control LSDV outbreaks in the EU between 2015 and 2017 [133,209], next to vaccination with live-

attenuated vaccines [158,210,211]. Unfortunately, adverse effects after vaccination of cattle can 

include clinical signs comparable to LSDV [237,253]. For saving animal lives and thereby farmer’s 

existence, reliable and robust discrimination of vaccinated from infected cattle herds should be 

possible. Since no serological DIVA strategy exists due to the common major antigen of all capripox 

virus species [234], molecular analysis is the only applicable tool. The differentiation assays developed 

during this thesis display an important extension of the available molecular diagnostic methods 

enabling robust, reliable and quick characterization of capripox virus isolates (Publication I). Suitable 

sample matrices are EDTA blood, serum samples and certain swab samples (nasal, oral, ocular) as well 

as skin lesions of affected animals (Publication I, Table 5) [84,106]. Highest viral genome load is reported 

to be found in skin samples as well as lymph nodes [106,164]. This was confirmed during several studies 

(Publication II, III, IV, [274]). However, lymph node samples can only be taken during necropsy, and 

sampling of skin nodules is also an invasive method. To bypass these types of sampling, non-invasive 

sampling methods, in detail, swab samples of ocular, nasal and oral fluid, have been compared 

(Publication II, III, V, [274]). Here, nasal swab samples turned out to be highly sensitive and suitable 

(Publication II, Table 2, Publication III, Figure 4, Publication V, Figure 5 & Supplemental Figure S3, [274]), 

thereby providing an excellent tool for non-invasive sampling on both the individual and the herd level. 

Serological methods address another facet of capripox virus infections. Whereas molecular diagnostic 

tools are necessary for confirmation of outbreaks and detection and identification of currently 

circulating isolates, serological examination, mainly analyzing humoral immunity, can give insight in 

seroprevalences and immunity of herds. In addition, the serological status is of significance for 

regaining the status “capripox virus-free” of countries affected by capripox viruses or countries that 

control the spread of capripox viruses by vaccinating livestock with live attenuated vaccines. 

Antibodies are detectable beginning around 7-21 dpi (Publication II, III, IV, [149,164,274]) and around 

7-21 dpv (Publication V, [166,168-170]), and may remain detectable at least until 46-47 weeks post 

immunization [171]. Therefore, in addition to recent epidemics, outbreaks dating back several months 

can be confirmed and seroprevalence of individuals and herds can be analyzed. Common methods for 

analysis of humoral immune responses are IFAT, SNT and ELISA [171,274]. All three are suitable, but 

provide different advantages and disadvantages. IFAT is a highly sensitive method as detection of 

antibodies is possible generally 7 days prior to SNT and ELISA [274]. However, serological cross-
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reactions between parapoxviruses and capripox viruses have been reported [208]. SNT, the current 

gold standard for serological examination, is known to be highly specific [156]. Nevertheless, there are 

some characteristics making use of the SNT less appropriate to a certain extent. Next to a long duration 

of the assay, higher costs and a reduced sensitivity compared to the IFAT, replicating viruses are 

required for the SNT [156], which is why this assay can only be performed in laboratories with at least 

biosecurity level (BSL) 3. In addition, lower throughput of samples and higher personnel expenditure 

are downsides of the SNT. Conversely, the commercially available DA ELISA from ID.vet is faster than 

both IFAT and SNT and does not need live capripox virus, which makes it usable also in laboratories 

with a BSL lower than 3. Moreover, cross-reactivity with parapoxviruses such as orf virus should not 

occur [205]. Due to the manufacturer, this ELISA is suitable for cattle, sheep and goats, and a higher 

sensitivity compared to the SNT is given by the DA ELISA. In a few studies, sensitivity of the DA ELISA is 

found to be comparable to the SNT method for examination of seroconversion in vaccinated or 

experimentally infected cattle with few mismatches [171,274]. After experimental infection of cattle 

with the LSDV-“Macedonia2016” field strain, the SNT started to give positive results around 21-28 dpi, 

whereas number of samples scored positive in the ELISA for the first time at 28 dpi, indicating similar 

sensitivity of both methods (Publication IV, Figure 3 & Table 4). Similar results could be observed for 

antibodies against GTPV after experimental infection of goats (Publication II). First positive results of 

sera from experimentally infected goats could be observed in the SNT between 10 dpi and 15 dpi in 

almost all goats. In a single case, the DA ELISA displayed the first positive results at 15 dpi consistent 

with the SNT, in all other animals the DA ELISA scored positive 6-13 days later than the SNT (Publication 

II, Table 5). Nevertheless, positive results could be achieved using the DA ELISA, and overall results 

were similar, so that the DA ELISA is also suitable for analyses of anti-capripox virus antibodies in goat 

sera. A different pattern could be observed for experimentally infected sheep with two different 

virulent SPPV isolates (Publication III). In some cases, the DA ELISA gave positive results at an earlier 

time point than the SNT but turned negative again during the next days. In another case, the SNT 

showed positive results earlier than the DA ELISA. In a third case, the DA ELISA stayed negative during 

the whole period, whereas the SNT scored positive (Publication III, Figure 5). This phenomenon has 

been described previously for bluetongue virus [275], a member of the genus Orbivirus (family 

Reoviridae) [16] and might result from the switch in immunoglobulin classes (IgM to IgG) [275]. These 

inconsistent results have to be kept in mind, when a suitable serological method for examination of 

sheep herds following vaccination or analyses of seroprevalences in sheep is to be selected. Especially 

for sheep sera, alternative ELISA systems, such as competitive or blocking ELISAs, might be beneficial 

with regard to the sensitivity of such assays.  
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5.2 Establishment of challenge models in sheep, goats and cattle 

Investigation of outbreaks [155,160] and especially experimental infection of target animals with their 

respective capripox viruses [106,149,164,185] are common methods for analysis of pathogenesis and 

virulence of capripox virus isolates. During the past, pathogenesis of several isolates has been analyzed 

in experimental settings, and challenge infections during vaccine studies have been performed (Table 

3). However, before using an isolate as challenge virus, pathogenesis and virulence have to be 

examined. In this thesis work, different capripox virus strains were available. Some were isolated from 

skin samples of affected animals (e.g., LSDV-“Macedonia2016”, SPPV-“India/2013/Surankote”, SPPV-

“Egypt/2018”). Others are strains of commercially available live attenuated vaccines (e.g., Bovivax, 

Lumpyvax, Herbivac LS), still others were part of the historic collection of the German National 

Reference Laboratory for Sheep Pox and Goat Pox and therefore are of unknown origin (e.g., GTPV-

“V/103”, SPPV-“V/104”). Experimental infections were performed in different animal trials using 

cattle, sheep and goats, in order to establish robust and reliable challenge models for LSDV, SPPV and 

GTPV, respectively (Publication II, III, IV). First, both the SPPV isolate and the GTPV isolate of unknown 

origin were tested in their respective target species (Publication II). GTPV-“V/103” turned out to be a 

highly virulent field strain. Goats infected either intravenously (i.v.) + subcutaneously (s.c.) or 

intranasally (i.n.) got severely affected by GTP displaying typical clinical signs (Publication II Figure 1 

&2), and a strong viremia as well as viral shedding via nasal and oral fluids (Publication II Table 2) could 

be observed. Furthermore, transmission of GTPV-“V/103” from experimentally infected goats to naïve 

contact animals via aerosol or direct contact occurred, and in-contact (i-c) goats also developed a 

severe clinical course (Publication II, Figure 2). This is not unexpected, since aerosol transmission and 

direct contact are described as main transmission routes for GTPV and SPPV [107,128]. In summary, six 

out of eight goats reached the defined human endpoint and had to be euthanized due to animal 

welfare reasons (Publication II, Figure 2). Taken all findings together, GTPV-“V/103” is an optimal 

challenge virus candidate for future vaccine studies. During the same study, SPPV-“V/104” was tested 

in sheep. Conversely to GTPV-“V/103”, SPPV-“V/104” led neither to clinical signs nor to viremia and 

viral shedding (Publication II, Table 1). Moreover, not even seroconversion could be observed 

(Publication II, Table 4), leading to the conclusion that this isolate is a possibly over-attenuated SPPV 

vaccine strain (Publication II), which makes it unsuitable as challenge virus strain. In a second study, 

two additional SPPV isolates (SPPV-“India/2013/Surankote” and SPPV-“Egypt/2018”) were examined 

regarding their appropriateness as SPPV challenge strains (Publication III). Both virus isolates induced 

severe SPP in sheep inoculated i.v. or i.n. (Publication III, Figures 1 & 2). In addition, as seen for GTPV-

“V/103” in goats (Publication II), transmission between experimentally infected and naïve i-c sheep via 

direct contact could be observed (Publication III, Figure 1). Furthermore, affected sheep showed strong 

viremia, and severe nasal and oral shedding of virus could be detected via molecular methods 
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(Publication III, Figures 3 & 4). In both groups, in summary six out of eight animals had to be euthanized 

due to animal welfare reasons before the end of the study (Publication III, Figure 1, Tables 1 & 2), which 

is highly similar to GTPV-“V/103” in goats (Publication II). Overall, there is no relevant difference 

between SPPV-“India/2013/Surankote” and SPPV-“Egypt/2018”, as both isolates are highly virulent in 

sheep, which makes both SPPV isolates appropriate challenge virus candidates. Nevertheless, 

considering the generally earlier euthanasia of sheep experimentally infected with SPPV-

“India/2013/Surankote” and recovery of two i.v. inoculated sheep of the SPPV-“Egypt/2018” group 

(Publication III, Tables 1 & 2), the Indian SPPV isolate seems to be the slightly better candidate. For an 

optimal challenge model, not only the virus isolate but also the route of infection is of importance. 

Inoculation of goats and sheep with capripox viruses is described to be performed intradermally 

[84,106,144,164,176]. In contrast, we compared three different inoculation routes: i.v. (+ s.c.), i.n., and 

contact transmission. During both studies, in i.v. inoculated animals viremia was detected first, 

followed by viral shedding, whereas in i.n. inoculated animals viremia started a few days later than 

nasal and oral shedding of virus. Interestingly, the same pattern as observed for i.n. inoculated goats 

and sheep could be observed for i-c animals (Publication II, Table 2, Publication III, Figures 3 & 4). 

Therefore, i.n. inoculation proved to be the more natural route of transmission in challenge models for 

SPPV and GTPV infections. 

Experimental infection of cattle with LSDV is mainly performed i.v. [126,142,149,173] with few reports 

of intradermal inoculation [174,175]. Furthermore, Carn & Kitching compared i.v., i.n. and intradermal 

inoculation as well as inoculation of virus onto the conjunctiva [115,150]. In addition, non-inoculated 

cattle were housed as contact animals [115]. They found out, that intravenous and intradermal 

inoculation are appropriate routes for experimental infection, whereas cattle inoculated onto the 

conjunctiva or housed i-c with experimentally infected animals did not show clinical signs of LSD [115]. 

In addition, i.n. inoculation led to viremia in both inoculated cattle, but only one of them developed 

clinical signs [150]. Furthermore, they report that i.v. inoculation of virulent virus more likely caused 

generalized LSD in cattle [115]. Due to this finding and the previous reports, we decided to inoculate 

animals i.v. + s.c. [274] or i.v. only (Publication IV).  

In a first study, pathogenesis of LSDV-“Macedonia2016”, isolated from affected cattle in North 

Macedonia in 2016, was compared to a widely used live attenuated LSDV vaccine (Herbivac LS, 

Deltamune (Pty) Ltd.) [274]. Since this wildtype LSDV isolate turned out to be highly virulent, the 

minimum infective dose was examined in order to determine the optimal virus titer for intravenous 

challenge infection during future vaccine studies (Publication IV). However, i-c cattle were not included 

into the study due to the results of Carn & Kitching, that contact animals did not develop LSD [115]. 

Furthermore, since LSDV is mainly transmitted mechanically via blood-feeding insects [116-118], and 
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since direct contact does not play a role in transmission of LSDV [115], use of i-c cattle would have given 

no further insights.  

Animals were inoculated with different infectious doses of the LSDV-“Macedonia2016” field strain, and 

the same parameters as for SPPV and GTPV, namely clinical signs, viremia and viral shedding, were 

analyzed (Publication IV). Interestingly, also some cattle inoculated with the lowest virus titer (102 cell 

culture infectious dose50 (CCID50)) displayed clinical signs typical for LSD, and two animals had to be 

euthanized due to ethical reasons, indicating that very few infectious virus particles of LSDV-

“Macedonia2016” are sufficient to induce generalized LSD when administered i.v. (Publication IV, 

Figure 1 A). This is similar to results of Carn & Kitching, who found that i.v. inoculation of a virulent 

North African LSDV strain with a titer of 103.3 TCID50/ml was sufficient to induce generalized LSD in 

cattle [150]. With increasing CCID50, severity of clinical course as well as viremia and viral shedding rose 

(Publication IV, Figure 3). However, no dose dependency could be observed for the groups inoculated 

with 104 CCID50, 106 CCID50 and 107 CCID50 (Publication IV, Figure 1, Table 2), which is in agreement with 

previous reports [150]. Considering all data obtained during the study examining the minimum infective 

dose of LSDV-“Macedonia2016”, 105-106 CCID50 of this LSDV isolate provides a robust and reliable 

challenge model for vaccine studies in the future (Publication IV).  

5.3 Comparison of different prototypes of an inactivated vaccine against lumpy 

skin disease virus 

Until now, only live attenuated vaccines against capripox viruses are commercially available [108], 

however, use of these vaccines is not authorized in the EU, since their administration would comprise 

the disease-free status of the respective countries [101,108]. An alternative are inactivated vaccines 

against capripox viruses. Yet, these vaccines have been reported to be less immunogenic and to 

provide only short-term immunity against capripox viruses [83,251]. However, few published studies 

describe successful immunization of cattle, sheep and goats with inactivated vaccines 

[144,175,239,262,263]. Although there is no serological DIVA strategy available, administration of 

inactivated capripox vaccines might be an alternative also in capripox-free countries. Until now, a 

concrete concept dealing with this issue is missing due to the fact that there are still no inactivated 

capripox virus vaccines commercially available. In our studies, we compared different inactivated 

vaccine candidates against LSDV in cattle: inactivated LSDV-“Neethling” vaccine strain with 10% 

Polygen (MVP Adjuvants®, Omaha, USA, in the following named as Adjuvant A), inactivated LSDV-

“Serbia” field strain with 10% Adjuvant A, and inactivated LSDV-“Serbia” with 50% proprietary adjuvant 

(Adjuvant B). Due to information obtained by the manufacturers, Adjuvant A belongs to the group of 

low molecular weight copolymer adjuvants [276], while Adjuvant B consists of amphigen, quil A and 
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cholesterol (Publication V). In addition to the impact of the used adjuvant, influence of the cell lines 

used for propagation of vaccine virus (MDBK and BHK-21) and two different antigen amounts (virus 

titer of 106 and 107 CCID50/ml before inactivation) were tested (Publication V). Overall, all used 

inactivated prototype vaccines were able to prevent animals from severe clinical course and 

euthanasia following challenge infection (Publication V, Figures 3 & 8), which is in line with previously 

published results dealing with inactivated capripox virus vaccines [144,175,239]. Nevertheless, 

differences in safety and efficacy could be observed. Adjuvant A-adjuvanted vaccine candidates did 

not lead to adverse reactions in almost all animals, and only very few cattle displayed slight local 

reaction at the inoculation site. In contrast, Adjuvant B-adjuvanted vaccine candidates caused mild to 

moderate local reactions after administration in a number of cattle as well as a one-day rise in body 

temperature the day after each immunization and challenge (Publication V, Figure 7, Supplemental 

Figure S4). Hamdi et al., who used a third type of adjuvant, an oily emulsion with Montanide adjuvants, 

also observed a slight increase of the body temperatures in two out of 15 animals, and local reaction 

at the inoculation site of the vaccine in another cattle [175]. In the first study, the LSDV-“Neethling” 

vaccine strain was propagated on MDBK cells (Publication V, proof-of-concept study). For commercial 

use of a bovine vaccine, use of vaccine viruses propagated in bovine cells is not appropriate due to the 

difficulties observed for an inactivated vaccine against bovine viral diarrhea virus propagated on a 

bovine cell line, which resulted in Bovine Neonatal Pancytopenia in calves [277]. In addition, permanent 

cell lines are more suitable than primary cells for vaccine production as used by Hamdi et al. (2020) 

[175]. Therefore, we decided to adapt LSDV-“Serbia” on a non-bovine production cell line (Publication 

V). Since all vaccine candidates used during our studies - irrespective of the used cell line - as well as 

the inactivated vaccine of Hamdi et al. propagated in primary testis cells [175] were able to induce at 

least good clinical protection against challenge infection leading to no or only slight clinical signs, a 

significant impact of the used cells on efficacy of an inactivated LSDV-vaccine can be excluded. 

Similarly, the used virus isolate does not seem to play a major role in the protection efficacy of an 

inactivated vaccine as both the attenuated LSDV-“Neethling” strain used by Hamdi et al. (2020) [175], 

and the LSDV-“Serbia” field strain with Adjuvant A provided complete clinical protection against strong 

challenge (Publication V, Figures 7 & 8B). Comparison between different adjuvants revealed, that the 

choice of the adjuvant seems to be a critical factor for safety and efficacy. Adjuvant B-containing 

vaccine prototypes were able to prevent animals from severe clinical course, but some animals 

developed numerous skin lesions after challenge infection that contained replicable challenge virus 

(Publication V, Figures 9 & 10, Table 2). Such phenomenon has neither been observed for animals 

vaccinated with Adjuvant A-consisting vaccine candidates (Publication V) nor cattle vaccinated with 

the Montanide-adjuvanted vaccine prototype [175]. Interestingly, both Adjuvant A and Adjuvant B 

were able to prevent viremia and viral shedding completely in all animals vaccinated during the 
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vaccine-efficacy study, with a single exception for Adjuvant B (Publication V, Figure 11 & Supplemental 

Figure S5). Nevertheless, animals of the first proof-of-concept study immunized with Adjuvant A-

adjuvanted inactivated vaccine displayed local reactions at the inoculation site of challenge virus, 

leading to a lesser protection efficacy compared to the Adjuvant A-containing vaccine in the vaccine-

efficacy study. This might be very likely due to the changed inoculation route of the challenge virus. 

Whereas challenge virus was administered i.v. + s.c. in the first study, animals of the second study 

received the challenge virus only i.v. In addition, the period between secondary immunization and 

challenge infection was shorter in the first study compared to the second study, which might have also 

influenced the protection efficacy (Publication V). Taken together, a highly promising inactivated 

vaccine prototype was developed during this thesis. Inactivated LSDV-“Serbia” with Adjuvant A did not 

lead to adverse effects after vaccination and was able to induce sterile immunity in cattle even against 

severe challenge with a highly virulent LSDV field strain (Publication V).  
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6. Conclusions and outlook 

New molecular diagnostic tools (in detail, probe-based real-time qPCR assays for the detection and the 

discrimination between SPPV and GTPV as well as between LSDV vaccine strains and LSDV field strains) 

were developed and combined in a diagnostic workflow with already published methods. The included 

pan-capripox real-time qPCR of Bowden et al. (2008) is recommended in the OIE Terrestrial Manuals 

for confirmation of capripox virus infections. However, addition of an internal control system as 

validated during the first study provides a useful tool for reliable molecular diagnostics. Moreover, our 

species-specific assays enable easy, time-saving and comprehensive analyses of the causative agent, 

thereby displaying a valuable enhancement of the OIE recommended diagnostic tools. In a next step, 

the developed diagnostic workflow should be improved by two additional probe-based real-time DIVA 

assays for SPPV and GTPV. Furthermore, serological methods were contrasted: the SNT, which is 

recommended by the OIE, and a commercially available DA ELISA. Comparison of SNT and DA ELISA for 

serological examination revealed that the DA ELISA is highly suitable for detection of antibodies against 

LSDV in cattle sera and for analysis of seroconversion in goats infected with GTPV, but has difficulties 

with sera from sheep. The latter has to be kept in mind when it comes to serological analyses of sheep 

sera after capripox virus infection or vaccination, and alternative ELISA concepts could be helpful for 

reliable detection of antibodies against SPPV in sheep sera. Nevertheless, the DA ELISA proved to be 

very valuable and could be used for serological screening on herd level for all three capripox viruses. 

Since this assay does not require replicable virus and can be performed clearly faster than the SNT, 

consideration should be given to including it into the OIE recommendations.  

Pathogenesis studies were performed, and suitability of certain capripox virus isolates as challenge 

virus were tested. Finally, challenge models for each capripox virus species could be established that 

can be used in future vaccine trials. Nevertheless, future development of a LSDV challenge model that 

is closer to natural infection via blood-feeding insects than intravenous inoculation would be very 

interesting and helpful as it reflects a more natural transmission and could give further inside in vaccine 

efficacy under field conditions.  

A highly promising inactivated vaccine candidate for immunization of cattle has been developed, and 

sterile immunity could be achieved by prime-boost-immunization. In future animal trials, the minimum 

protective dose of the developed vaccine prototype as well as the duration of immunity should be 

addressed. Furthermore, evaluation of cellular immune responses of cattle immunized with either a 

live attenuated vaccine or an inactivated vaccine candidate would provide important insight into 

vaccine immunogenicity and mechanisms of protection. In addition, protection efficacy of the 

inactivated LSDV-vaccine against SPPV and GTPV in sheep and goats should be analyzed in the future.  
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7. Summary 

The genus Capripoxvirus of the family Poxviridae consists of the species lumpy skin disease virus, 

sheeppox virus and goatpox virus that affect cattle, sheep and goats, respectively. Whereas lumpy skin 

disease virus (LSDV) is transmitted mainly mechanically via blood-feeding insects and possibly hard 

ticks, the major transmission routes of sheeppox virus (SPPV) and goatpox virus (GTPV) are via direct 

contact and aerosols. Affected animals develop fever and display clinical signs such as ocular and nasal 

discharge, lymphadenopathy and characteristic lesions of the skin. Severe clinical course, especially in 

combination with respiratory signs, can result in the death of the affected animals. In endemic regions, 

mortality of capripox virus-induced diseases is low (1-10%). However, mortalities of up to 75% have 

been reported for LSDV and up to 100% for SPPV and GTPV in exotic breeds and high-producing dairy 

or beef animals. The loss of quality of the leather, reduced weight gain and milk yield as well as 

complete loss of affected animals have severe impact on national and global economies. Therefore, 

capripox virus-induced diseases have significant impact on both the affected individual animal as well 

as on the existence of small-scale farmers and large agricultural enterprises. However, until now, only 

live attenuated vaccines are commercially available. These attenuated vaccines are not authorized in 

the European Union and their administration would comprise the disease-free status of the respective 

country. Thus, reliable diagnostic tools for the detection and characterization of capripox viruses as 

well as safe and efficient control measures are of high importance.  

The objectives of the present thesis were the development, validation and comparison of diagnostic 

tools, the establishment of challenge infection models and the performance of pathogenesis studies 

for all three capripox virus species, and the development and testing of different inactivated prototype 

vaccine candidates against LSDV. 

First, new real-time quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) assays for robust detection and 

differentiation of LSDV field strains, LSDV vaccine strains, SPPV and GTPV were developed and 

extensively validated. In the following, two single assays were combined to duplex assays, one for the 

differentiation between LSDV field strains and LSDV vaccine strains, and the second for discrimination 

of SPPV and GTPV. Finally, a diagnostic workflow based on these new duplex assays in combination 

with already published methods was established. This workflow enables time-saving, robust and 

reliable detection, species-specific identification and genetic and phylogenetic characterization of all 

three capripox virus species. In addition, already existing serological examination methods (serum 

neutralization assay and commercial enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay) were compared regarding 

their sensitivity and specificity. Furthermore, pathogenesis studies with different capripox virus 

isolates were performed in the respective target species, and the suitability of selected virus isolates 

as challenge viruses for future vaccine studies was analyzed. Pathogenesis studies with isolates GTPV-
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“V/103” and LSDV-“Macedonia2016” revealed that both are proper candidates for challenge models.  

Finally, three different SPPV isolates (SPPV-“V/104”, SPPV-“India/2013/Surankote” and SPPV-

“Egypt/2018”) were tested in sheep regarding their virulence to find a suitable challenge model for 

SPPV, and SPPV-“India/2013/Surankote” was chosen for future vaccine studies. 

 Once appropriate challenge models were established, different inactivated prototype vaccines against 

LSDV were developed, and vaccine safety as well as vaccine efficacy were tested in cattle. Eventually, 

a Polygen-adjuvanted inactivated LSDV-vaccine candidate was selected that is able to fully prevent 

cattle from any LSDV-related clinical signs after severe challenge infection. Furthermore, molecular 

and serological data indicate that this inactivated prototype vaccine is even able to induce a kind of 

“sterile immunity” against LSDV in those cattle. It has to be mentioned that a commercially available 

vaccine similar to this prototype vaccine would be a great advance for the control of LSDV.  

In the future, additional studies addressing diagnostics and optimized control of capripox viruses 

should be performed. Firstly, probe-based real-time qPCR assays for the differentiation of SPPV and 

GTPV vaccine strains from their respective virulent field strains should be developed and included into 

the diagnostic workflow. Secondly, further tests of the inactivated prototype vaccine, e.g. 

determination of the minimum protective dose and the possibility of cross-protection in sheep and 

goats against SPPV and GTPV, respectively, should be performed.   
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8. Zusammenfassung 

Die Gattung Capripoxvirus beinhaltet das Virus der Lumpy-Skin-Krankheit (LSDV), das Schafpockenvirus 

(SPPV) und das Ziegenpockenvirus (GTPV), die hauptsächlich Rinder bzw. Schafe und Ziegen infizieren. 

Während LSDV vorwiegend mechanisch über blutsaugende Vektoren und möglicherweise über 

Schildzecken übertragen wird, sind der direkte Kontakt sowie die Aerosoltransmission als 

Hauptübertragungsrouten für SPPV und GTPV beschrieben. Betroffene Tiere entwickeln Fieber und 

zeigen klinische Anzeichen wie z.B. okularen und nasalen Ausfluss, Lymphadenopathie und 

charakteristische Hautläsionen. Schwere Krankheitsverläufe, insbesondere in Verbindung mit 

respiratorischen Symptomen, können für die infizierten Tiere zum Tod führen. In endemischen 

Gebieten ist die Mortalität Capripockenvirus-induzierter Erkrankungen relativ gering (1-10%). In 

exotischen Rassen oder in Tieren, die auf Hochleistung (zum Beispiel Milch- oder Fleischrassen) 

gezüchtet wurden, kann die Mortalität von LSDV bis zu 75% und die Mortalität von SPPV und GTPV bis 

zu 100% betragen. Der aus den Hautläsionen resultierende Qualitätsverlust des Leders, reduzierte 

Gewichtszunahme und reduzierte Milchleistung sowie der Verlust betroffener Tiere führen zu 

Umsatzeinbußen und beeinflussen dadurch sowohl die nationale als auch die globale Wirtschaft. 

Dadurch haben Capripockenvirus-induzierte Erkrankungen nicht nur einen erheblichen Einfluss auf das 

infizierte Einzeltier, sondern auch auf kleine Familienunternehmen und landwirtschaftliche 

Großbetriebe. Derzeit sind zur Prophylaxe lediglich attenuierte Lebendvakzinen kommerziell 

erhältlich. Diese sind in der Europäischen Union jedoch nicht zugelassen, da ihr Einsatz den Verlust des 

Status „Capripocken-frei“ für das jeweilige Land bedeutet. Aus diesen Gründen werden dringend 

sowohl zuverlässige und zeitsparende Diagnostikmethoden für die Detektion und Charakterisierung 

von Capripocken, als auch sichere und effiziente Kontrollmaßnahmen benötigt. 

Ziele dieser Arbeit waren die Entwicklung, Validierung und vergleichende Analyse verschiedener 

diagnostischer Methoden, die Durchführung von Pathogenesestudien zur Etablierung von 

Infektionsmodellen für alle drei Capripockenviren und die Entwicklung und Testung verschiedener 

inaktivierter Prototypvakzinen gegen das LSDV. 

Im Laufe dieser Arbeit wurden neue real-time quantitative Polymerasekettenreaktion (qPCR)-Assays 

für eine robuste Detektion und Differenzierung zwischen LSDV-Feldstämmen, LSDV-Vakzinestämmen, 

SPPV und GTPV entwickelt und umfassend validiert. Im Anschluss wurden jeweils zwei dieser 

Einzelassays zu sogenannten Duplex-Assays kombiniert. Der erste Duplex-Assay ist in der Lage, 

zwischen LSDV-Feldstämmen und LSDV-Vakzinestämmen zu unterschieden, der zweite Duplex-Assay 

erlaubt die Differenzierung zwischen SPPV und GTPV. Schließlich wurde ein diagnostischer Workflow 

basierend auf den beiden neuen Duplex-Assays in Kombination mit bereits publizierten Methoden 

etabliert. Dieser ermöglicht eine zeitsparende, robuste und zuverlässige Detektion, Spezies-spezifische 
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Identifizierung und genetische sowie phylogenetische Charakterisierung der drei 

Capripockenvirusspezies. Zudem wurden bereits vorhandene serologische Diagnostikmethoden (der 

Serumneutralisationstest und ein kommerziell erhältlicher ELISA) hinsichtlich ihrer Sensitivität und 

ihrer Spezifität verglichen. Des Weiteren wurden Pathogenesestudien mit verschiedenen 

Capripockenvirusisolaten in der jeweiligen Zieltierart durchgeführt, mit dem Ziel, geeignete 

Infektionsmodelle für zukünftige Vakzinestudien zu etablieren. Die Pathogenesestudien mit den 

Isolaten GTPV-„V/103“ und LSDV-„Macedonia2016“ zeigten, dass beide Virusisolate gute Kandidaten 

für Infektionsmodelle mit GTPV und LSDV darstellen. Um ein geeignetes Infektionsmodell für SPPV zu 

finden, war die Testung von drei verschiedenen SPPV-Isolaten (SPPV-„V/104“, SPPV-

„India/2013/Surankote“ und SPPV-„Egypt/2018“) notwendig. Letztendlich stellte sich das virulente 

SPPV-„India/2013/Surankote“-Isolat als geeignetster Kandidat heraus. Abschließend wurden 

verschiedene Prototypen einer inaktivierten LSDV-Vakzine entwickelt und hinsichtlich 

Abwehrreaktionen und Schutzwirkung im Rind getestet. Der entwickelte Vakzinekandidat induzierte 

einen vollständigen klinischen Schutz in Rindern und erwies sich damit als sehr vielversprechend. 

Molekulare und serologische Daten weisen zudem darauf hin, dass mit dieser Prototypvakzine eine 

sterile Immunität in den Rindern erzielt werden konnte. Eine kommerzielle Vakzine mit diesen 

Eigenschaften würde einen bedeutenden Fortschritt in der Kontrolle von LSDV darstellen.  

Weitere Studien mit dem Ziel, die Diagnostik und Kontrolle von Capripockenviren weiter zu verbessern, 

sind auch in Zukunft noch notwendig. Dieses betrifft beispielsweise die Entwicklung Sonden-basierter 

real-time qPCR-Assays zur Unterscheidung von SPPV- und GTPV-Feld- und Vakzinestämmen, die den 

diagnostischen Workflow komplettieren würden. Von Bedeutung sind außerdem weiterführende Tests 

der inaktivierten Prototypvakzine hinsichtlich der minimalen protektiven Dosis und einer möglichen 

Kreuzprotektion in Schafen und Ziegen gegen SPPV und GTPV.  
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